
ABU	DHABI 

 

THIS IS HOW MUCH I LOVE MY HUSBAND (despite him looking like a terrorist target with that 
stupid Houston hat). I am terrified of being in the open water in a small boat and here we are in the Arabian 
Gulf in a TINY boat, (look at that angle!) so that A. could take great photos of the coastline of Abu Dhabi.  To 
be fair, it was my idea and the boat pictured on the internet was much bigger but because it is low season 
they took out a little skiff just for us – how romantic…  When we got back to harbor, I was so traumatized that 
I just rolled onto the deck and my trousers were soaked through with all the pitching. 

2014 is going to be my year of feeling the fear and doing it anyway!  My plan is to travel as much as I 
can with A. while the muse is on me.  After the ER incident in Palm Springs I went to my GP to get the 
all clear before flying to Abu Dhabi.  My poor little bronchi have fully recovered and I was good to go 
(with emergency inhaler).  We flew on different airlines but on the same day.  I am totally chilled at 
airports, on airplanes and in immigration – A., not so much.  Perhaps he is fine when I am not there? 
My KLM flight was so cheap (circa $900) that I fully expected both flights to be packed and they were.  
On the first leg to Amsterdam, I was surrounded by a South African family (3 kids, 2 parents).  The little 
girl could not sit still and relentlessly kicked the seat in front.  Mummy was sitting next to me and did 
scold her every time but finally gave up and got drunk with me – it is the only way to travel with kids.  
On the next flight I was surrounded by an Arabic family (3 kids, 2 parents) and my heart sank – she 
wasn’t going to get drunk with me, was she?  This mummy was very ill and was unable to even strap 
her little daughter between us in, so I did it.  Daddy was fully occupied with the other 2 children behind 



us.  Mummy was looking at me with pained big doe eyes and popping prescription meds. I felt so sorry 
for her but even sorrier for myself so I begged the flight attendant to reseat me which she did.  Finally, 
I arrived in Abu Dhabi and the airport was surprisingly quiet.  I went straight up to the immigration 
desk and managed the whole conversation in Arabic – yeah!  It is the first time an immigration officer 
has neither looked at me nor questioned me.  He just stamped the visa and said goodbye.  Every place 
has a distinctive smell when you arrive (Cairo is more unique than most!) and Abu Dhabi was an 
interesting mix of sand, spices, and ocean – lovely.  Outside, I had my first feel of being back in the 
Middle East.  The taxi rank was chaotic and Arabic passengers kept cutting the queue.  I kept quiet until 
it was my turn and a local lady tried to grab my cab.  I don’t think so…  Loudly, I said, “I was first in line 
and this is my taxi”.  My tone and body language brooked no query….well, it was a long flight. 

 
A.’s flight was delayed and he arrived in a panic worrying about me but I was already in bed, half 
unconscious.  We both woke up at about 5.15 am with the call to prayer from the local mosque.  My 

We stayed at Le Royal Meridien (below) on the 19th 
floor.  It was lovely but had been overdesigned at the 
expense of comfort in some areas.  It felt naughty but 
fun to wear my bikini in the Middle East.  I look like a 
normal vacationer, for once! 



eyes filled with tears thinking about how much I missed the sound and how beautiful this cantor was 
with perfect pitch.  When I was young in Glasgow, our local church like many in Europe would ring the 
bells of the Angelus at 12 noon and 6 pm – a Catholic call to prayer.  We went straight back to sleep 
and finally went to breakfast at 10.25 am – five minutes until it shut. A. has been to Abu Dhabi many 
times and we both went to Dubai about 10 years ago.  I wanted our experience to be unique from his 
previous trips so planned a specific itinerary.  First stop was the Old Souk which was in the same 
location as it had always been but they have constructed a building around it.  It was full of carved 
wood and amazing smells that hit you as soon as you entered.  There were sacks of saffron, turmeric, 
roses, frankincense – all a delicious assault on the senses.  Each little shop sold something different and 
there were some traditional jewelers upstairs, curiously both run by Syrians.  One was just my type – 
fair hair and light eyes.  I go weak at the knees; it must be a Lawrence of Arabia thing!  A. bought me a 
beautiful ring and we were trying to figure out what the central stone was.  The jeweler used Google 
Translate and it came up with shambean?  We couldn’t figure out what it was until I realized it was 
Champagne quartz. 

 



The next treat was to go to the Emirates Palace Hotel to try a traditional Emirati feast.  What a place!  
It must have been 7 stars and mirrored the real Emir’s palace that was next door.  The local cuisine is a 
mixture of traditional Arabic and Indian food which reflects its location.  We had to get dressed up for 
this particular restaurant - Mezlai. 
http://www.kempinski.com/en/abudhabi/emirates-palace/dining/restaurants/mezlai/ 

 
Our feast started with local bread that was similar to a very thin crêpe filled with an assortment of 
crushed thyme, cheese and eggs.  Then A. made the best choice by choosing lamb biryani – the lamb 
fell apart and just exploded with the flavors of the spices, particularly cardamom.  We finished with a 
wonderfully light rosewater and milk dessert.  We asked our waiter if they served Arabic coffee which 
we first had in Cairo.  They did, and it is light greenish brown, made from green (unroasted) coffee 
beans and cardamom. It is lighter than regular coffee, more like tea, and has a kick of caffeine.  The 
menu tempted you with other local exotica such as boiled shark.  I thought A. might choose that as he 
had local Welsh shark for his wedding meal. 
My best treat on the itinerary was to visit the biggest falcon veterinary hospital in the world which 
specializes in both captive bred falcons owned and used for hunting in the Middle East and rescuing 

To the left is a view of the Etihad towers from the fountain in 
front of the Emirates Palace Hotel and another of the entrance 
where later a fabulous red and black Bugatti was parked.  We 
were all agog, both staff and patrons, snapping photographs of 
it.  When I was swimming at the hotel I met a gay couple from 
Birmingham in England who had dined there that same night.  
I have no idea why people share so much with me but I heard 
all about their plans to adopt a baby, the three hotels that the 
sugar daddy owned and their vacation fun.  The lifeguard took 
a dim view of their joshing in the pool and blew the whistle! 



native wild falcons.  The complex also houses and adopts stray animals (so you know where I would be 
working if we ever get posted there).  It was out in the desert by the airport and, inevitably, our taxi 
driver got lost.  When we arrived, our guide greeted us with, “Did you come from Sharjah?” laughingly 
referring to our timing and how much the taxi cost.  In this case, the poor guy was genuinely lost and I 
felt sorry for him.  I have always had a phobia about flying birds, moths and butterflies but with 
exposure therapy, I have been able to tolerate being close to birds and sometimes butterflies (NOT 
moths).  Even so, I was anxious about loose falcons.  When we got into the operating room and waiting 
area, it looked like an ER for falcons.    

 

Part of the treat was to put on a 
gauntlet and have your photo 
taken with one of the falcons.  I 
thought A. would love this but no, 
he was happy just to look from 
afar.  So, after we had watched 
the surgeon perform a minor 
surgical procedure on one of the 
pet falcons, I decided to be brave 
and I put on the gauntlet.  Given 
that I had to leave Monte Carlo 
early because of all the pigeons, I 
was amazed at my fearlessness. 
My falcon’s name was Pala and 
she responded beautifully to my 
dulcet baby talk – I should have 
spoken to her in Arabic!  All the 
falcons in this room were the very 
expensive, pampered pets of local 
Emiratis.  Pala was so calm with 
me that the veterinarian had to 
make me shake my hand to get 
her to stretch out her wings.  I 
stroked her chest and it was so 
soft, like cashmere. 
Feeling the fear and doing it 
anyway rocks! 



 

 

They usually eat local hare and 
rodents, although they can kill 
something up to twice their 
weight and carry it.  I was quite 
safe despite those claws. 



Generally, I was entranced by Abu Dhabi although I wasn’t very keen on the colonial feel.  The local 
western radio station had DJs with Estuary English accents and there was a predominance of Brits.  
Cairo was the opposite with many Americans.  I was delighted to get a wolf whistle from a construction 
crew, brought back memories of Cairo – and I was modestly dressed.  One of the British business 
women that I noticed was wearing really inappropriate clothing for her meeting.  It was a close fitting 
leopard print sheath with uncovered legs – didn’t she read the guide for expats or was she shoving it in 
their faces?  Even working at the airport, I have to wear stockings or trousers.  It seems wiser to be 
respectful in someone else’s country.  On a similar note, I returned before A. and was curiously not jet-
lagged despite traveling 24 hours straight.  I managed to catch up with some friends and met a friend 
downtown in Houston for lunch.  I was early, so went to Nordstrom’s department store for a coffee.  It 
was really busy so I sat opposite an Arabic man fingering his prayer beads.  He couldn’t keep his eyes 
off my legs because I was wearing a really short skirt and started to feverishly pray.  The bad little elf 
who lives inside me urged me to be naughty and I conspicuously crossed and uncrossed my legs 
(‘showing me arse’, as my aunt M. would say).  Well…those beads nearly sparked because they were 
moving so fast!  I had to move away before I burst out laughing – bad, bad Kerry. 

 
THE THEATER 



 

 

Traditional 
dhows to the 
right -  now 
operated by 
immigrants from 
south east Asia. 

Amazing 
architecture – 
(how did they 
construct those 
curves?) and 
scary water, 
below.  


